By way of comparison, the typical output activity of artificial neural network units may be either a real or binary value, consi&red analogous to a neuron's time-averaged firing frequency, 1/T, where T is a mean over some range of Z, computed for a reasonable time interval. Integration of inputs is performed by a weighted sum (with negative weights signifying inhibition), and the resultant output produd by sending the sum through a squashing function, which is nearly hear through much of its range. As a result, an increase in an inhibitory .input causes the neuron's output value to monotonically decrease.
However, the result of periodic inhibition of a live pacemaker neuron at different input rates is much more complex. The output rate versus input rate relation includes paradoxical behavior, with a nomonotonic response curve containing positive-slope locking regions altemating with regions of negative-sloped, nonlocked responses [4] . Thus, increasing inhibitory input can either increase or decrease a neuron's firing rate, and different inputs can result in changing output behavioral type. Here we concentrate on introducing three major behavioral categories which the 0-7803-0999-5/93/$03.00 01993 IEEE SA0 and permeability model have in common.
Any behavior implies telltale relationships between input and output spike timings. Lucked forms exhibit a fixed, repeating sequence of q5i and q; we will call a behavior "locked p:q" if these sequence^ repeat q outputs and p inputs. SO q5i = q5i+q, Z = Z+q.
Infermiffenf is a descriptive tam used for behaviors which might initially seem locked much of the time, but are interrupted at irregular times by wild deviations in output. Upon closer examination, they are revealed to be not quite periodic, only apparently so. This includes qwiperiodic behaviors, such as phase slidings and walk-through, in which T / I m p / q , for T/I irrational and (relatively small) integer p, q. The result is a phase drift or sliding in which phases "wak through" the full range in a non-standard " e r .
The third behavior which will be considered has been called "messy" because it can't be summarized briefly ar predicted reliably. It includes both erratic and stammering [ 11. The erratic case is now considered chaotic [3] . Stammering OCCUTS for high PSP input frequencies I < N . in response to which the S A 0 is only able to produce outputs during narrow "windows" of time.
Whether the S A 0 does produce an output during a particular window seems to be random, and has been mostly attributed to the influence of noise.
MODELING AND ANALYSIS

A. The Permeability Model
The model chosen to match the crayfish S A 0 responses was developed by Edman, Gestrelius, Grampp, and SjOlin for the lobster S A 0 and FAO (fast adapting stretch receptor organ) [SI. This model, in additional to ion flow during APs, emphasizes befween-spike ionic fluxes, and therefore also includes slow state variables and ionic concentration dependencies. It approximates well the low-frequency spontaneous pacemaker firing seen in the SAO. . 0 a synaptic channel, P-. used to model the coupling with the driving cell, inputs from the presynaptic cell causing fixed-duration changes in the synaptic permeability to particular ions (Na+ for EPSPs, Cl-for IPSPs [7] ), 0 and a constant bias current, to produce the pacemaking behavior of the living cell.
A key difference from the H-H model is that the ionic fluxes used here are dependent not only on the membrane potential, but also on the transmembrane concenmtion differential. The internal and external ionic concentrations are state variables, and the internal concentrations are changed by the fluxes, the Na+-K+ pump which actively exchanges those two ions to maintain resting potential, and by the bias and synaptic permeabilities.
B. Analysis Methods
We deal here with analysis of data from forced self-oscillators, with the system under study an intrinsic oscillator, producing periodic output Aps. When subjected to periodic forcing inputs, the timing of its output changes, and it exhibits new behaviors. Analyzing these changes is a major focus of this work.
As defined in Fig. 2 , the times of the postsynaptic events are (to, t l , . . . , t,), with the interval between two such events Ti = ti -t i -1 . The presynaptic events are of fixed interval, I, and are used as reference times for analyses. The relation between the two trains is captured by the cross interval between a postsynaptic event and the most recent presynaptic event, di, also called the phme, and usually normalized as a fraction of I.
A simple (but powerful) way of looking at the relationships between the neuron's current state and a past one is to plot them against each other. In many cases, it is not necessary to use the entire state -one element from it (or some other measured quantity, such as the Ti or di) can be used. For instance, by plotting 46 versus dj+(. we obtain a q* order phase return map.
There are several characteristics of the r e m map which will be of interest in diagnosing system behavior. First of all, if all of the plotted points fall within c small, discrete clusters in a first-order map, then locking would immediately be suspected. We would then proceed to generate the r e m maps of order nc, for some reasonable range of integer n, to see if the clusters fall on the diagonal. Clustering of points along the diagonal in the r e m map is key to locking detection. If p:q locking is exhibited, then the #' order return map will have all points on the diagonal (dj+q = di). Additionally, these q outputs will occur in the same amount of time that p inputs do, so that qT = PI.
When locking is not present, the points in a first-order return map will typically not fall into discrete clusters. Global behavior addresses the question of how behavior changes as we change the input -how the different behaviors of the system are related in the space made up of the input (or other) parameters. Here we will be exploring the effects of input amplitude and frequency, and will therefore be constructing two-dimensional Arnol'd maps.
In an Arnol'd map, system behavioral category, such as locked, quasiperiodic, or chaotic, is plotted in the (F, A) plane used for both A and T, A, and Taw, so that a simulation was performed at each amplitude step for each frequency step, within the given ranges.
The map for inhibitory input to the model is Fig. 3 . Nonlocked behaviors occur in the cross-hatched regions, while only the indicated locked forms arose in the white regions. A sparse exploration of the ( N / T , P-1 space was performed. approximately 20 points across and 30 down, for a total of about 500 simulations. It is important to note that such an Amol'd map cannot be constructed for the SA0 itself, for, apart from inevitable time constraints, the preparation's synaptic strength is not an easily controllable variable.
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Several features in the Amol'd map are immediately apparent. With inhibitoxy i n p a the model can be shut down if the input fhquency is too high. Additionally, locking tongues tend to narrow at low amplitudes and at high ones (this is noticeable primarily for the 'I : 'I tongue), the forma the result of increasing number of non-locked behaviors, and the latter the "squeezing" of the range of frequencies within which the neuron will produce any output at all. With this map as a guide, individual (N/T, &, , ) pairs were explored, and behaviors were found which mimicked well those found in the SAO, i.e. locked (omitted here), intennittent, and messy.
Forcing an oscillator beyond its entrainment limit can result in a type of intermittency called qlrariperiodicity, in which an almost (but not quite) locked condition exists [8] . In interval and phase return maps, quasiperiodic behavior results m points on continuous, onedimensional curves. Phase return maps are also invertible and, since phases "walk through" a range of val- Fig. 4(C) indicates fine structure. ues before (almost) repeating, this behavior is identified with walkhroughs 181, noted also in the SAO.
In the permeability model, two different type of apparently quasiperiodic behavior were found, though they may represent extremes of a range of behaviors. Fig. 4 shows example graphs for intervals and phases for the model (A-D) and the SA0 (E-H).
In both cases, the interval return maps (C. G) are 'L' shaped, with the elbow on the diagonal. Additionally, the phase return maps @. H) " i n points which fall along similar one-dimensional, invertible curves.
A magnified view of the elbow in (C) is presented in Fig. 5 . We see that the interval return map in Figures 4(C) and 5 is not invertible, and that there is a fine structure associated with it. Nearby points fall on topologically distant parts of whatever object is described by the map. This behavior is tentatively assigned to a pathway to chaos called collapse of the quasiperiodicify. In the SAO, two different types of unpnxhctable (or "messy") behaviors were identified: erratic and stammering [ 1,3]. Erratic behavior occurs at relatively low presynaptic rates below I : I locking, and stammering occurs at high rates. We shall only comment on stammering here.
In the SAO, after the anival of an inhibitory spike, there is a period of time when the neuron is unlikely to fire. For low input frequency, it will recover and be able to fire before the next input. As the input frequency is increased, this "recovered interval" is shortened, until it is a narrow "window" just around the input arrival time (4 w 0). Higher frequencies than that may cause the neuron to be silenced completely.
This type of discretization occurs in both the SA0 and the model, and is called widowing. The fluctuation of excitability may be more complex, having multiple windows after an IPSP, separated by silent periods. Fig. 6 corresponds to multiplewindow situations (in both cases. with two windows per inhibitory spike). There are two windows visible in the phasetime plots (B, F), one around the time of anival of the input (note q5 = 'I E q5 = 0). and the other longer phase. The behavior is not regular, as evidenced by the interval return maps (C, G). Multiple windows were clear and relatively frequent in simulation data; the latter findings led to recognizing them also in SA0 data where they were less apparent and had been missed Simulation results permit a more discerning dissection of the data, as can be seen in the enlargement of what appear to be initially. points in the return maps (Fig. 7) . These "points" have a s h wture, the result of an underlying deterministic process. These two islands express the same folding and stretching behavior that has been seen in sinusoidally forced autonomously oscillating squid giant axons [9] . Though it had been previously concluded that stammering in the SA0 is the result of noise [ 1.31, this suggests that there may be an underlying deterministic process which is "washed out" by the noise.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The permeability model examined here reproduced extensively the variety of behaviors exhibited by the preparation. Only the briefest of comparisons has been included here. This reproduction is important because simpler models, based on phase transition m e s (PTCs) or leaky integrators, generate exclusively locked discharges, even when considerably modified [2] . The model was also useful for improving our understanding of the messy behaviors. In erratic forms, it showed how common sliding is, both of intemals and phases (walkthroughs). In stammering. it demonstrated that tight clusters could have special structures suggesting chaotic behaviors within relatively small volumes. Both findings, noticed first in the simulations, were subsequently identified in the S A 0 data (where they had been missed initially). The presence of chaotic dynamics in a detaministic model is strong evidence for it underlying the corresponding behaviors of the living preparation, reinforcing evidence from other tests [31.
This model is expressed in terms of physiologically relevant entities (e.g., permeabilities, pumps), and therefore allows the exploration of how each basic mechanism contributes to the genesis of each discharge form. Not only can such a model be analyzed more thoroughly, but it can also serve to guide biological experiments in parallel with theoretical investigations. Detamining the computational implications of these dynamics can similarly proceed in parallel with experimental investigation While typical ANN models emphasize smooth, continuous transfer functions across synapses, living neurons do not behave accordingly, exhibiting complex input/output relationships, which depend not only on average input frequency, but also on the timing pattern of input spike trains (such as regular, periodic, or aperiodic). This has been amply demonstrated for regularly spaced periodic input [l]. The continuing emphasis of ANN work on simple models entails the risk of the field becoming irrelevant to the underlying neuroscience.
We assert that the dynamics of individual processing elements, and the concommittent complexity of potential behaviors, is essential for the construction of A N N s whose performance is meant to approximate that of biological systemsthat ". . . knowledge of connectivity and synaptic weights alone are not suflicient to account for the operation and capabilities of neural networks. . . [lo] . The dynamics of individual neurons, and the temporal relationships among groups of them, are essential ingredients.
